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why do you ask me?" she said before her dignity had
had time to master her astonishment, and when laughter
greeted her question she became angry and confused. She
did not wish to play, she said then, but her pride telling
her that to save herself from ridicule she must laugh with
the others, she compelled herself to laugh, and, with a
difficult smile at De Greve, consented. There was a colour
in her cheeks that Lewis had never before seen in them.
It was in the spirit of a courteous guest sacrificing
himself on the altar of politeness—or, perhaps, of pity—
that De Greve began to tutor her angular competence.
She, in her turn, received him at first as a hired gladiator
and no more; she would slash balls at him for three hours
continuously, pausing only to ask how her racquet should
be held or her feet be placed. "Even when he encourages
her/1 Ramsdell said, she accepts it as if a barber were
praising her hair or a dressmaker lying to her about her
pretty figure/' But permitting herself at last to recognize
that she was indeed a good player and a better pupil,
suddenly observing that De Greve, in spite of his youth
and her "thirty-five years, had admiration for her game and
even a smiling friendliness for herself, she let fall one by
one her defences of bitter reserve," It's like a bad-tempered,
suspicious, ugly dog that finds itself being patted/' was
RamsdelPs observation, and Lewis himself, in his brief
encounters with her, saw how her defences were melting
away. A new sap rose in her; an awkward gentleness, at
once eager and half ashamed, entered her life. She could
not be beautiful, but she could marvellously cease to be
grotesque, and Lewis imagined how, when the tournament
was ended and De Greve gone, she would preserve in her
heart the dry, fragmentary romance of this time and how
it would flower among the secrets that her pride most
harshly concealed. He felt that he was looking not at
Sophie as she now was but at the old crabbed woman she
would become; the woman who would grow into a belief
that by these few days her existence was explained and
justified.
But even the change in Sophie engaged his mind no

